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Even though Gerard Verdijk (1934 - 2005) passed away at the beginning of this century, many still remember him as a striking and 
versatile artist. From midway the 20th century until the beginning of the 21st century he was active within a wide area of the visual arts. 
He was a poetic and philosophical man that manifested his creativity through a wide range of materials and techniques. He was a curi-
ous man, eager to learn, who travelled through Europe, Turkey, The Middle-East, North-America, Africa and Japan to get acquainted 
with other cultures. He cannot be placed within one art-historical movement. The ever-changing world around him influenced his style 
and the use of his materials. When generalised his works can be placed in a few style periods: Abstract/Informal, Zero/Pop-Art, Fluor/
Perspex and Zen/Haiku. In all these periods spaciousness, movement and repetition are recognisable elements.

The Mountain of Einstein

In the 13 years after his passing in 2005, the life and works of Gerard Verdijk were meticulously documented by his wife Josephine 
Sloet. This monograph, a true “life’s work” of 396 pages with 200 large images of his works came into being on Gerard’s own request. 
He was also clear about the book’s motto: The Mountain of Einstein. According to Albert Einstein, the
creation of some something new can be compared to climbing a mountain, where one would obtain changing and growing perspec-
tives along the way and would discover unsuspected connections between our customs and the rich variety of our environment.

Book presentation and Duo-Exhibition

Gerard Verdijk’s monograph will be presented on the 23rd of November 2018 at the KYAS ART SALON in Amsterdam. This day will also 
mark the beginning of a duo exhibition of Gerard Verdijk and his wife Josephine Sloet (1945). Josephine’s work consists out of paintings, 
works on paper, sculptures and pictures. Her style characterises, similar to that of Gerard Verdijk,
though a subtle suggestion of movement and space. Asian influences are well recognisable in her work.

The exhibition will be opened at 18:00 by Rob Perrée, a writer and curator that specializes in contemporary Asian, African en Afro-
American art. Perrée is involved within the editors of Kunstbeeld Magazine and co-founder
of the Con Rumore Foundation in Amsterdam.

Gerard Verdijk (Boxmeer 1934 – Den Haag 2005) is a well known Dutch visual artist. Verdijk started his education at De Vrije Academie 
voor de Beeldende Kunsten Amsterdam in 1953. After two years he sought international experience and continued to study in Antwer-
pen and Paris.
Eventually, he completed his education at De Vrije Academie voor de Beeldende Kunsten Den Haag in 1957. Not long after graduating 
he received the Koninklijke Subsidie voor de vrije schilderkunst in 1960 and was granted the Jacob Marisprijs voor de Schilderkunst in 
1967. His career was crowned with several residencies, assignments and awards and over the years received international acclaim. He 
has exhibited his works across the globe and his works are in the collections of leading museums worldwide. His wife Josephine Sloet 
(1945), who was once one of his pupils, and also studied at de Vrije Academie voor de Beeldende Kunsten, Den Haag (1968-1970), 
is an established artist that worked and lived with him until his passing in 2005. Together they travelled the world and stimulated each-
other as artists and life-partners.

For more information please visit: www.gerardverdijk.org & www.josephinesloet.com
KYAS ART SALON will present a collection of paintings that were made in the last years of Gerard Verdijk’s life (2000-2004) and paint-
ings of Josephine Sloet from the same period till now.
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Untitled  1956

Ink on paper, 26.9 x 20 cm
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Sch.-5-H.v.N. Haven van het Noorden (Harbor of the North)  1957-1958

Tempera, oil paint on canvas, 50 x 80 cm

(Coll. Dordrechts Museum, Dordrecht)
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Sch 20-59  1959

Tempera, oil paint, enamel on canvas, 70 x 100 cm

(Coll. Lucas, Voorburg)
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Space  1963

Gouache, ink, rub-ons on paper, 70 x 50 cm
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A63  1963

Tempera, oil paint, fluorescent inks, rub-ons on canvas, 90 x 160 cm

(Coll. Cobra Museum, Amstelveen)
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Modern Signs in an old City  1966

Tempera, oil paint, fluorescent ink, fluorescent spray paint, house paint, rub-ons on canvas, 144 x 121 cm-
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1966

I rank standardized shapes in the way that suits me

so it can be said that I coordinate standardized form.

Harry N. Abrahm Inc, Publishers of Fine Art Books, Amsterdam, 
are publishing the book ‘New Art Around The World’, so writes 
H.J. Scheepmaker on behalf of the publishers in a letter dated 
February 25. R.W.D. Oxenaar provides the chapter about Dutch 
art.
Oxenaar writes: “…In The Hague, Gerard Verdijk has departed vigorously 

from a more or less Tachist past and is now working in a manner whose 

implication of rapid motion in space sometimes suggest Sonderborg, 

although by the use of luminous paints he achieves a darting light effect, a 

color relationship with traffic lights, that border on Pop Art…”

They request a photo of a recent work to include in the book. 
Gerard sends them a photo of Where’s the tiger from 1965. 
The Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, announces in a 
letter of April 4, that to mark its 100th anniversary, the Hague 
Association of Museum Friends have acquired Gerard’s 
painting Brief aan niemand, 1965. It will be presented to the 
museum as a gift. There will be a festive Museum Day, as the 
museum describes it, offered to all the members of the Museum 
Friends on May 21. The museum wants to hang a few paintings 
by Gerard and he is asked to be present on the day itself between 
11.00 and 18.00 to provide information about his paintings to 
the Museum Friends. He receives f.75,- for this. It concerns four 
paintings; transport is taken care of by the museum. Het Vrije 
Volk, April 6, ‘from one of our correspondents’, with a photo of 
Gerard in front of Where’s the tiger. The correspondent describes 
the dramatic shift in Gerard’s work from the ATOL period, 
when “material and structure formed his interest. He was making what he 

now calls his ‘Atolist’ paintings. They consisted of rugged patches of color 

reminiscent of moss-covered stones and strange types of soil, in short: things 

which were very clearly related to the earth and nature. Yet now, the earth and 

nature have been meticulously banished.

He paints accumulations of the works of man, yet without the presence of the 

human figure, and the brilliant light of neon lights replaces the sun.”

The Tweede (Second) Jacob Hartog Prize is awarded to Gerard, 
during the Spring exhibition at Pulchri Studio, for his painting 
Bewegingen from 1965. He himself noted it as Letters en Beweging. 
Aat Verhoog wins the first prize with the lithograph ‘Hommage 
aan Caravaggio’.
De Haagsche Courant, April 23, devotes a small article to the 
awards, with a photo of Aat, Gerard and Pulchri chairman 
Wubbo Hartman.
The prize has been awarded since 1952 to members of Pulchri Studio, on the 

initiative of Jacob Hartog, an honorary member of Pulchri Studio who was 

living at the time in the USA, and the prize is always coupled with the spring 

exhibition of members (Algemeen Dagblad, April 26, 1952).

In a letter, dated June 7, he receives the news that he has won 
a silver medal of the ‘Prix Europe’, ‘the European Prize of the 
City of Ostend for Painting 1966’, with the painting Where’s the 
tiger. The public announcement of the awards will take place 
on July 2 at 18.00 in the Casino-Kursaal in Ostend. On behalf of 
the Dutch Minister of Culture, Recreation and Social Work in 
the person of J.F.M.J. Jansen, Head of the Department of Arts, 
he is congratulated on the winning of this prize. Walter Leblanc 
is the ‘laureate’ of 1966. The Italian artist Getuliu Alivani is the 
only gold medalist and there are four silver medalists: besides 
Gerard these are Bram Bogart, Kees van Bohemen and the 
German artist Günther Fruhtrunk (source: the French newspaper 

Le Soir, May 5, 1966). Le Soir talks about 1500 paintings which 
the jury had to consider, while the journal Streven (year XIX, 
number 1-2, August/September 1966), states that “This year 1300 

artists have applied to take part, which in the end led to 500 artists sending 

in work.” The jury included Roland Penrose (art critic, writer 
and artist) and Edy de Wilde (director of the Stedelijk Museum 
Amsterdam). 
A comprehensive selection of works of the prizewinners and 
the honorably mentioned can be seen in the Casino-Kursaal in 
Ostend. In a separate exhibition at Galerie Forum in Ostend 

(reviewed in the regional newspaper De Zeewacht, July 29, 1966) is a 
presentation of other works by laureate Walter Leblanc, the 
‘local laureate’ Nadine van Lierde (who lives in Ostend) and the 
silver medalists Bram Bogart and Gerard Verdijk. The Bench 
of Mayor and Aldermen of Ostend decide to acquire Beweging 
en Licht, 1966, for the Museum voor Schone Kunsten Oostende, 
Ostend. The Bibliothèque Royal de Belgique, located in 
Brussels, buys Advertentie voor een Compagnie, Advertisement for 
a Company, described by them as a monotype (letter of July 5). 
Gerard himself describes it as a transfer print. The curator Mrs. 
Mauquoy-Hendrickx asks him if he agrees on principle to his 
work being used in their publications and also requests a short 
biography (place of birth, date of birth, studies and teachers).
Leendert van Lagestein of Galerie de Mangelgang in Groningen 
(in 1965 van Lagestein had taken over the running of this gallery from Albert 

Waalkens, who until then had run his gallery in Finsterwolde as well as 

this gallery in the city of Groningen) takes five of Gerard’s silkscreen 
prints on consignment in July.Van Lagestein calls them screens. 
Three screens: Signs for Highways, 1966, 53 x 73 cm, edition 
50, Blue Electricity, 1966, 66 x 50 cm, edition 40 and Dream of a 
Technician, 1966, 32.9 x 45 cm, edition 50. Gerard made the three 
silkscreen prints this year at Polyvroom Sassenheim and issued 
them himself as self-published.
In the consignment letter van Lagenstein writes: “We would be 

very pleased to receive more work from you in the course of this exhibition.” 
He is talking about the summer exhibition. And he also 
mentions a possible solo exhibition about which he will soon 
be in touch. 
Olga Smits, the daughter of Fred Smits of the record shop 
‘1000 jaar muziek’ on the Papestraat in The Hague, who gets 
his records from England, sells the silkscreen Blue Electricity to 
the Victoria & Albert Museum, London. Tim Travis, the current 
Curator Prints of the Victoria & Albert Museum looked into this 
(e-mail to Wim van Cleef, August 8, 2012).

Blue Electricity, 1966, 66 x 50 cm. Silkscreen, self-published

Fred Smits and Nol Kroes on the boat to England (photo Gerard Verdijk)

Tjeerd Frederikse at home, self-portrait with Blue Electricity and Dream of a Technician

hanging to the left. Part of the painting Road to K.N.S.M Station from 1966 can be seen right 

behind his head (photo Tjeerd Frederikse)
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La Vecchia Religione (The Old Religion)  1984

Acrylic on canvas, 200 x 400 cm

(Coll. Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven)
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1985

Time will destroy the Universe.

Nothing is certain except uncertainty.

I do not want to force you, but I will not be forced by you  

 (Gandhi).

The purity of silence, the flatness of sound 

 (Ronald Barthes).

Water rises to heaven as vapor, it comes down as water.

Vapor (rising) + water ( falling).

Gerard goes to the Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, on January 3 
to set up his exhibition together with Piet de Jonge, the curator. 
The opening is on January 13. Rudi Fuchs buys La Vecchia Religione, 
for the museum’s collection. Wim Beeren is considering 
Crecente, Calante, but ultimately opts for Het Pentagram ten 
Goede Gekeerd. Incidentally, on the invoice to the Boijmans 
Van Beuningen, the painting is described as Zonder Titel. This 
is how it will be called from now on.
In the catalog a text by Rudi Fuchs:
“The art of painting has a shadow, namely doubt in the art of painting. But 

this doubt can express itself by no other means than in painting. There is an 

art of painting which deals with fundamental aspects of painting in a very 

direct way in order to, as in philosophy, formulate the doubt positively. This 

art of painting- also that of Gerard Verdijk –is seldom spectacular. Rather it is 

reticent, discreet. For that is, after all, its manner of speaking.” 

And a text by Philip Peters:
‘Walking involves raising the foot as much as putting it down.’

 “The artist, who has something to tell the world, ‘finds a form’. This is no 

coincidental discovery: slowly it develops from a continual journey through 

thoughts and ideas, nurtured by tangible and social reality. A body of work 

comes about in this way and when in retrospect, as is usually the case, a 

constant becomes evident in its articulation, that can be regarded as an ‘objet 

trouvé’, a found object from the artist’s world of ideas. But an ‘objet trouvé’ is 

no arbitrary matter: there are so many objects, so many forms, so many ways 

to assign meaning. That is a question of careful selection, of weighing the 

pros and cons, ultimately of a deliberate choice. 

The work of Verdijk is constantly concerned with the making of choices, 

with the relativity of the choice, with the coordination of various possible 

choices, with the impossibility of determining the definitive choice...The art 

of Verdijk does not involve one big step but rather many smaller ones, where 

opposites complement each other in a larger whole: opposing movements 

yield completeness; the lifting of the foot remains pointless until it has been 

set back down again.

Frequently a special moment at which things come to a standstill can be 

discerned in an artist’s body of work. This not to say that nothing happens 

but that the work briefly marks time, as it were, reflects on itself, surveys its 

own surroundings…compared to that quiet moment when the day turns 

into evening, when the bustle and crowds make way for open space, when 

outwardly oriented activities give way to inwardly directed meditation…It is 

the moment at which form appears to be found…a moment of calm, when the 

events can be surveyed and become clear. The walk is considered, summed up, 

the artist reflects on his own work. Form has been found, and the context is 

mapped out…No one knows what lies at the end of the road, the destination, 

but the artist knows why he has chosen this road and no other…The work 

of Verdijk appears, now that he has turned fifty, not only to be in precisely 

this situation: it is also about that and may have been about nothing else for 

the last fifteen years… The same behavior emerges in the series and seeming 

polarities that are manifest in the most recent paintings… By showing 

RGD, the Government Building Service, concerning an ‘Art 
Application at Noordeinde Palace in The Hague’:
“In response to the conversations which Mr. Ir. J. Leering, coordinator of the 

Advisory Committee Visual Arts of the Government Building Service, held 

with you on the art application in question, I entrust you with the delivery 

of the artwork below for placement in the anteroom of the working quarters 

in aforementioned palace: Horizontalen, Horizontalen Verticaal Gegumd, 

(Horizontals, Horizontals Vertically Erased), 1976, drawing, 125 x 92 cm.” 

There had been talks about an acquisition in September of the 
previous year. Ir. J. Leering is Jean Leering, the former director 
of the Van Abbemuseum.
The Haags Gemeentemuseum has acquired the edition with 
etchings Une herbe sous la neige at the exhibition at Maud Boreel 
Print Art, The Hague, which ended on January 26 and the 
Rijksdienst Beeldende Kunst also purchased the edition; it is 
depicted in the catalog: ‘Rijksaankopen 1985’, State Purchases 
1985, on p. 305. On June 11, Gerard attends the opening of 
the ART16’85 Basel. Galerie Wassermann/edition.e, Munich, 
presents work by Gerard alongside one man shows of Eberhard 
Fiebig, Dorothea Wickel and Markus Zürcher and on June 13, 
Gerard signs the final etchings at Éditions Fanal, Basel. On 
June 14, he goes back to The Hague.
The exhibition ‘Rijksaankopen 1984’ of the Rijksdienst 
Beeldende Kunst, opens in The Hague: in the accompanying 
catalog there is a foreword by Robert de Haas: “The first 

presentation of the Rijksaankopen of 1984 takes place in the summer of 1985 

at the Logement of Amsterdam, Plein 23 in The Hague.” In addition to 
the catalog, there is a separate publication ‘De stand van zaken, 
recente aankopen voorgelegd aan Jan van Adrichem en Rob 
Scholte, reizende tentoonstelling’, accompanying a traveling 
exhibition of recent acquisitions.
Gerard’s painting Wat Geweest is Komt Terug is included in both 
the catalog and the publication.
On July 24, departure for Les Places, where they stay until 
August 14. 

op het groene blad  on the green leaf
in de snelstromende beek in the fast current
zwarte libelle  black dragonfly 
 
Gerard works on paintings, drawings and sculptures.
Wim Beeren, director of the Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, 
Rotterdam, leaves the museum on August 31. He is the new 
director of the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam. An exhibition 
is organized at the Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen to mark 
the occasion:
“Zomeropstelling ’85, een beeld van de uitbreiding van de collectie moderne 

kunst gedurende het directoraat van dr.W.A.L. Beeren in de periode 1978-

1985” (Summer Exhibition ‘85, an image of the expansion of the collection 

of modern art during the Directorate of dr.W.A.L. Beeren in the period 

1978-1985).

There is an accompanying catalog in Dutch/English: 
“... inventory of acquisitions, acquired in the period 1978 - 1985, compiled and 

edited by Paul Donker Duyvis, translation Patricia Wardle”, edition Museum 

Boymans-van Beuningen 1985. Gerard’s painting Het pentagram ten 
goede gekeerd / Zonder titel from 1984 is depicted on p. 62.
On September 7, Stichting Burcht in Leiden opens a solo 
exhibition of paintings ‘Gerard Verdijk schilderijen’. Stichting 
Burcht is a place where art, music and literature come together. 
It is also a society.
Algemeen Dagblad, September 17, 1985, Menno Schenke: ‘Verdijk 

sometimes enigmatic.’ With the subtitle: ‘Painter beyond composition.’ 

“It is about form and movement, not composition. No composition in the 

paintings of Gerard Verdijk? What then? Many harmonious soft green and 

brown tones, a single accent in a bright color, the whole entirely abstract, 

a little enigmatic at times. Splendid paintings, without a doubt. The title 

of a painting plays an important role. No fundamental paintings. No, says 

the various equivalent standpoints no longer in isolation but in a broader 

framework (the background from which everything arises and into which 

everything will sink again being the unifying factor) he adds context to his 

previous statements: the path is cleared, the open spot in the woods offers 

the potential to contemplate what has (or has not) been achieved, what can 

(or cannot) be achieved. The surveyable is surveyed. The form has taken the 

shape of a non-form, which can only be described with the words ‘everything 

flows’. The insight and the insightfulness displayed by the most recent work 

in relation to previous work reflects the moment of (fluid) standstill which 

seems, in turn, to be an essential moment in Verdijk’s entire body of work…” 

There is quite a lot of press:
A large article in the Telegraaf, ‘Kunst kijken’, by Ed Wingen: 
‘Gerard Verdijk creates a sensation’:

 “…The fifty-year-old Verdijk has never attracted much attention with his 

work. This is because he has been concentrating, for about thirty years 

now, on a visual language that has more to do with whispering than with 

screaming. Which focuses on an abstraction in which movement is essential 

... That natural movement, in which color, brushstroke and subtly outlined 

forms relate to each other without losing their own identity, is nothing less 

than a painterly sensation ...”

Algemeen Dagblad, Menno Schenke: “... The paintings of Gerard 

Verdijk a real breath of fresh air ... Gerard Verdijk is a fantastic painter, who 

answers simple questions in his paintings. Painted poetry, that is perhaps the 

best description of this new work of Verdijk which one can and should look 

at for a long time...”

Eindhovens Dagblad, January 26, 1985, Anna van der Burg: 
“... Very little happens in his paintings and one could experience this as very 

pleasant ... ‘Everything flows’ it says somewhere in the catalog and that is 

true. Verdijk’s silence moves.”

A letter of January 17 from the Rijksgebouwendienst 
1, the 

Damp (stijgend) + Water (vallend) Vapor (Rising) + Water (Falling)

Both drawings: pencil on paper, 23.5 x 31.5 cm
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Josephine Sloet in front of Green in Reflection as viewer determining the image

(photo Gerard Verdijk)

Gerard and Korn. Dijksma reflected in Blue Space
(photo Korn. Dijksma)
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Untitled  1973

Ink, acrylic, gouache, pencil on paper, 47.8 x 62.9 cm
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Zonder Titel (Untitled) 1979, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 100 cm

(photo Jan van Dijk)

Gerard in the studio Rijswijk with the large work on paper Dripping down + up,

acrylic on paper, 148 x 186 cm (Coll. Dordrechts Museum, Dordrecht) hanging to the left of him

(photo Josephine Sloet)


